Abstract. We review and investigate the general theory of thermodynamics of computation, and derive the fundamental inequalities that set the lower bounds of the work requirement and the heat emission during a computation. These inequalities constitute the generalized Landauer principle, where the information contents are involved in the second law of thermodynamics. We discuss in detail the relationship between the thermodynamic and logical reversibilities; the former is related to the entropy production in the total system including a heat bath, while the latter is related to the entropy change only in the logical states of the memory. In particular, we clarify that any logically irreversible computation can be performed in a thermodynamically reversible manner in the quasi-static limit, which does not contradict the conventional Landauer principle. Our arguments would serve as the theoretical foundation of thermodynamics of computation in terms of modern statistical physics.
Introduction
The investigation of thermodynamics of computation and information processing predates the era of computer technology [1] . From the viewpoint of fundamental physics, this research area is closely related to the foundation of the second law of thermodynamics, which dates back to Maxwell's thought experiment on "Maxwell's demon" in the ninteenth century [2] . Several decades later, Szilard made the first crucial step toward the quantitative understanding of the relationship between information and thermodynamics [3] . In his thought experiment with a single-particle heat engine, which is called the Szilard engine, the demon can extract k B T ln 2 of work from a single heat bath through feedback control by using one bit of information, where k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the bath. By developing Szilard's observation, Brillouin investigated the relationship between thermodynamic and informational entropies [4, 5] . Recently, a kind of the Szilard engine have been experimentally demonstrated for the first time [6] with a small thermodynamic engine that works at the level of thermal fluctuations.
Another prominent observation was made by Landauer [7, 8] . He pointed out that, to erase one bit of information from a memory, at least k B T ln 2 of heat should be emitted into a heat bath and the same amount of work is needed. This has been referred to as the Landauer principle. Bennett also discussed thermodynamics of computation by considering the concept of logical reversibility and its relationship to thermodynamics [9] [10] [11] . Moreover, Zurek discussed thermodynamics of computation in terms of algorithmic complexity [12, 13] . Later, the Landauer principle has been studied in various aspects [14, 15] ; it has been derived in terms of statistical mechanics in some setups [16] [17] [18] , has been demonstrated in concrete systems theoretically [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and experimentally [24, 25] , has sparked up intense discussions on its validity [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
In a rather different context, the recent advancements in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics have revealed a fundamental aspect of the second law of thermodynamics [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . This has enabled us to more quantitatively and comprehensively understand thermodynamics of computation and information processing. In terms of theory, the second law of thermodynamics and the fundamental nonequilibrium relations (e.g, the fluctuation theorem and the Jarzynski equality) have been generalized to information processing processes such as measurement, information erasure, and feedback control , where information contents and thermodynamic quantities are treated on an equal footing. In particular, the concept of thermodynamic reversibility in the presence of feedback control has been established [57, 61] , and several concrete models of thermodynamically reversible information processing have been proposed [53, 57, [59] [60] [61] 70] . More recently, a variety of autonomous Maxwell's demons has attracted much attention [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] . In terms of experiment, a generalized Jarzynski equality with feedback control has been verified [6] . The Jarzynski equality for information erasure has also been investigated experimentally [25] . In light of these advancements, we are now in the position to revisit and to further clarify the fundamental concepts in thermodynamics of computation and information processing.
In this paper, we review and investigate the long-standing fundamental problems in thermodynamics of computation, shedding new light on the celebrated Landauer principle from the viewpoint of modern statistical physics. In particular, we clarify the fundamental relationship between the thermodynamic and logical reversibilities. Moreover, on the basis of the second law of thermodynamics, we derive universal thermodynamic inequalities that set the lower bounds of the work requirement and the heat emission during a computation. Our observation does not contradict the conventional Landauer principle, but extends it to much broader class of memories that perform computation. While we assume that a memory is a classical system, the generalization of our arguments to the quantum cases is straightforward [47] .
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we discuss the concept of thermodynamic reversibility in terms of the total entropy production in the whole system including a heat bath. In Sec. 3, we discuss the concept of logical reversibility, and illustrate several typical examples of reversible and irreversible computations. In Sec. 4, we discuss the conventional Landauer principle, and clarify the relationship between thermodynamic and logical reversibilities with the standard setup of the Landauer principle. In Sec. 5, we formulate the general setup of thermodynamic computation, and derive the second law of thermodynamics for computational processes. In Sec. 6, we discuss the situation that there are two memories; this setup enables us to analyze measurement and feedback, which constitute the typical situation of Maxwell's demon. In Sec. 7, we conclude this paper.
Thermodynamic Reversibility
In this section, we clarify the concept of thermodynamic reversibility. We consider a time evolution of a thermodynamic system in the presence of heat bath(s). We assume that the system may be driven from equilibrium by changing external parameters such as the volume of the gas. First of all, we roughly characterize the thermodynamic reversibility according to the standard definition in thermodynamics [77, 78] :
A physical process is thermodynamically reversible if and only if its time-reversal is not prohibited by the second law of thermodynamics. Otherwise, the process is thermodynamically irreversible.
In more precise, we need to consider the ensemble of the system, because, from the microscopic point of view, the dynamics of the phase-space point of the system is stochastic due to thermal fluctuations. The thermodynamic property of the system is described by the probability distribution on the phase space. The thermodynamic reversibility can then be characterized as follows [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] :
A physical process is thermodynamically reversible if and only if the time evolution of the probability distribution in the process can be time-reversed, where the change of the external parameters is also time-reversed, and the signs of the amounts of the work and the heat are changed.
A process can become thermodynamically reversible in the quasi-static limit, where the change of the external parameters is much slower than the relaxation time of the system, and the state of the system can always be regarded in thermal equilibrium during the process. For example, the quasi-static and isothermal compression and expansion of the gas in a box are both thermodynamically reversible, as they are the time-reversal with each other. We note that all quasi-static processes are not necessarily reversible; there may be quasi-static but irreversible processes such as a weak constant of two baths with different temperatures [77] .
To characterize the thermodynamic reversibility in a more quantitative way, we discuss the concept of entropy production. For simplicity, we assume that there is a single heat bath at inverse temperature β := (k B T ) −1 . The generalization of the following arguments to the cases with multiple baths is straightforward. Let Y be the phase space of the system, y, y ∈ Y be the initial and final phase-space points, and P [y] and P [y ] be their probabilities. We consider the Shannon entropy of the probability distribution on the phase space [79, 80] . The initial and final entropies are respectively given by
(1)
We denote as Q the average heat absorbed by the system from the heat bath during the dynamics. The total entropy production in the relevant total system (i.e., the whole "universe") including the bath is then given by [37] [38] [39] [40] ∆S tot := ∆S − βQ,
where ∆S := S − S is the change in the Shannon entropy of the system. We note that −βQ is regarded as the change in the entropy of the heat bath. The second law of thermodynamics can then be expressed as [37-40, 77, 78] ∆S tot ≥ 0,
or equivalently,
We stress that inequality (3) holds for any initial and final nonequilibrium distributions of the system (i.e., for any P [y] and P [y ]). Inequality (3) can be derived on the basis of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics [47] . In fact, inequality (3) is a straightforward consequence of the fluctuation theorem [37] [38] [39] [40] . On the basis of inequality (3), the thermodynamic reversibility can be characterized in terms of the entropy production [77, 78] :
A physical process is thermodynamically reversible if the equality in (3) is achieved (i.e., the total entropy production is zero).
In fact, if ∆S tot > 0 holds in a process, its time-reversal is impossible because of ∆S tot < 0. The thermodynamically reversible condition ∆S tot = 0 can be achieved in the quasi-static limit, where the system is always in thermal equilibrium during the process.
We stress that a process can be thermodynamically reversible even if there is an entropy transfer from the system to the bath or vice versa. If the amount of the increase/decrease in entropy in the system is the same as the amount of the decrease/increase in the bath, the total amount of the entropy increase in the whole universe is zero, where the equality in (3) is achieved and the process is thermodynamically reversible.
As a simple example, we consider a quasi-static isothermal expansion of an ideal gas with N particles. Starting from a thermal equilibrium state, we expand the gas isothermally and quasi-statically, doubling its volume. The entropy of the system is then increased by N ln 2, and the heat emission to the bath is given by −Q = β −1 N ln 2 (i.e., the entropy of the bath is decreased by N ln 2). Therefore, the total entropy production is given by
which implies that the quasi-static isothermal expansion is thermodynamically reversible. Similarly, the quasi-static isothermal compression is also thermodynamically reversible. We now discuss the relationship between the foregoing thermodynamic perspective and the microscopic perspective based on the reversible Hamiltonian dynamics. One of the crucial progresses in modern statistical physics is that it has succeeded to reconcile these two perspectives [36, 39, 41] . In fact, the second law (3) can be derived on the basis of the fluctuation theorem, where one needs essentially only two assumptions: the microscopic dynamics satisfies the Liouville theorem, and the initial distribution of the bath is the canonical distribution [39] . A crucial observation here is that the Shannon entropy on the whole phase space of the system and the bath is different from the thermodynamic entropy in the whole universe; the former is conserved in any Hamiltonian dynamics, while the latter is increased in thermodynamically irreversible processes even if the underlying microscopic Hamiltonian dynamics is reversible.
The change in the thermodynamic entropy is equal to the relative entropy (i.e., the Kullback-Leibler divergence) between the probability distribution in the final state and a reference probability distribution such as the canonical distribution [43] . We again stress that the thermodynamic entropy is not equivalent to the Shannon entropy of the total system including the system and the bath. Correspondingly, we have not considered the Shannon entropy in the bath in the foregoing argument, but regarded the heat transfer −βQ as the entropy change in the bath, which is consistent with the picture that the relative entropy corresponds to the entropy production in the whole universe [39, 43, 47] .
The thermodynamic irreversibility (i.e., the positive entropy production in the whole universe) can also be characterized by the gap between the probability distributions of microscopic trajectories in the forward process and the backward one [41] [42] [43] . We note that the same argument is also valid for quantum systems that obey unitary dynamics [44] [45] [46] [47] , by replacing the Shannon entropy by the von Neumann one.
The concept of thermodynamic reversibility discussed in this manuscript is consistent with the above-mentioned observation based on the fluctuation theorem, and therefore has a rigid theoretical foundation that is consistent with the microscopic reversible physics. In terms of the fluctuation theorem, ∆S tot = 0 holds if and only if the probability distribution of the trajectories in the phase space is the same as that of the time-reversed trajectories, which has been explicitly discussed in, for example, Ref. [42, 43] .
We now assume that the initial and final distributions are the canonical distributions:
where
) and F (F ) are the initial (final) energy and the initial (final) free energy of the system, respectively. In this case, we obtain
where E (E ) is the ensemble average of the initial (final) energy. Therefore,
where ∆E := E − E and ∆F := F − F . Let W be the average work performed on the system during the process. The total entropy production is then given by
where we used the first law of thermodynamics:
Therefore, the second law (3) reduces to
where the equality can be achieved in the quasi-static limit. If the final distribution is different from the canonical distribution, we can show that
where the final free energy is given by the equilibrium one corresponding to the final Hamiltonian. In this case, we again obtain inequality (11) . We note that the equality in (12) is achieved if the final distribution is given by the canonical distribution.
Logical Reversibility
In this section, we discuss the concept of logical reversibility, and introduce the logical entropy that is decreased by logically irreversible computation.
Definition and examples
We consider a memory that has several logical states, in which information is stored. A computational process is performed by changing an input logical state into output one with a certain algorithm. Let M and M be the sets of input and output logical states, respectively. We assume that these are finite sets. For example, if the input consists of n bits, we set M = {0, 1} n . We note that the logical states do not have one-to-one correspondence to the physical phase space, as discussed in Sec. 4 in detail.
We next formulate (deterministic) computational processes. In this paper, a computational processĈ is defined as a map
We also callĈ as a gate. We note thatĈ is not necessarily a surjection. In order to discuss the logical reversibility and its relationship to thermodynamics, we do not need the detailed characterization of computable functions in terms of computability theory [81] ; the following argument is applicable to any mapĈ : M → M .
We now define the logical reversibility [8] [9] [10] [11] :
A computational processĈ is logically reversible if and only if it is an injection. In other words,Ĉ is logically reversible if and only if, for any output logical state, there is a unique input logical state. Otherwise,Ĉ is logically irreversible.
We note that, if M = M, a computational process is reversible if and only if it is a bijection (i.e., an injection and a surjection). In general, a computational process is reversible if and only if we can precisely estimate the input state from the output state. In fact, if a computational process is reversible andĈ is an injection, we can define the reversed computational procesŝ
where the domain ofĈ −1 is given by the image ofĈ denoted asĈ(M) ⊂ M . We next discuss several simple examples of computation. We first consider the case that both of the input and output are one bit so that M = M = {0, 1}. A simple example of reversible gate is NOT, which is defined as
This is clearly a bijection, and the reversal of NOT is also NOT. A simple example of irreversible gate is the information erasure that is referred to as ERASE:
This is not a bijection, as the logical state is always 0 after the computation; we cannot estimate the input state from the output state.
We next consider the case that both of the input and output are two bits so that M = M = {0, 1} 2 = {00, 01, 10, 11}. A simple example of reversible gate is CNOT (controlled-NOT), which is defined as 00 → 00, 01 → 01, 10 → 11, 11 → 10,
where the first (left) bit is the control bit and the second (right) bit is the target bit.
If the control gate is 1, CNOT behaves as NOT on the target bit. Otherwise, CNOT is just identity. CNOT is a bijection and its reversal is also CNOT. CNOT can be used for a measurement (i.e., the copy of information); if the input of the target bit is 0, the input of the control bit is copied to the output of the target bit by CNOT: 00 → 00, 10 → 11.
CNOT can also be used for feedback control, where the control bit is the feedback controller and the target bit is to be controlled. In the case of feedback control, we exchange the roles of the bits from the case of measurement (18); we regard the first (left) bit as the target bit and the second (right) bit as the control bit for feedback control. Before the feedback, the input states of the two bits are assumed to be the same, which is realized after the measurement. The target bit is then flipped if the control bit is 1:
where the output of the target bit is 0 irrespective of its input. We next consider the case that the input is two bit and the output is one bit, where M = {0, 1} 2 and M = {0, 1}. In this case, any computational process is irreversible. In fact, the numbers of the elements in M and M are 4 and 2, respectively, and therefore any map from M to M cannot be an injection. An example of such an irreversible gate is XOR, which is defined as
Reversible extension
We next show that any irreversible computation can be extended to a reversible computation, which has been discussed by Bennett in detail [9] . In fact, we can show the following theorem:
For anyĈ : M → M , there exist a finite set M and a mapĈ ex : M → M × M , such thatĈ ex is logically reversible and the restriction ofĈ ex on M → M is equivalent toĈ.
Here, M can be regarded as an ancilla or an environment. We callĈ ex the reversible extension ofĈ. We note that the reversible extension is not unique.
Before the proof of the theorem, we illustrate the reversible extension of ERASE. Let M = {0, 1}. We then defineĈ ex : {0, 1} → {0, 1} 2 by
where the first (left) bit of the output is in M.Ĉ ex is clearly an injection and therefore reversible. Moreover, its restriction on M → M is equivalent to ERASE. Intuitively, this extension describes that the erased information can be kept in ancilla M (i.e., can remain in the environment). We now show a simple constructive proof of the theorem: we set M = M and defineĈ ex asĈ
which satisfies the condition of the theorem.
The extension of ERASE (21) is a special case of extension (22) . We note that extension (22) may be redundant in general. For example, in the case of XOR, the extension (22) is given by 00 → 000, 01 → 101, 10 → 110, 11 → 011,
where M = {0, 1} 2 . However, there is a simpler reversible extension of XOR:
where M = {0, 1}.
Entropy change in computation
We next consider the concept of logical entropy, which is defined by the Shannon entropy of the logical states. We consider probability distribution on M (i.e., P [m] for m ∈ M) with m∈M P [m] = 1. After computationĈ, the probability distribution on M (i.e., P [m ] for m ∈ M ) is given by
where the sum in the right-hand side is taken over m satisfyingĈ(m) = m . If the computation is reversible, Eq. (25) reduces to
which describes the conservation of probability. We now define the initial and final logical entropies by [79, 80] 
If the computation is logically reversible, the logical entropy does not change. In fact, by using Eq. (26), we obtain
In contrast, if the computation is logically irreversible, the logical entropy states is decreased:
In fact, by noting that
is a probability distribution over m's that satisfyĈ(m) = m ), we obtain
We note that inequality (30) is a special case of the data processing inequality in information theory [80] .
In the case of the reversible extension (22), the logical entropy of the extended logical states does not change:
. From the subadditivity of the Shannon entropy, we have
and therefore, together with inequality (30),
We discuss simple examples with M = M = {0, 1}. Let p := P [0] and p := P [0] be the probabilities of the input 0 and output 0, respectively. In the case of NOT,
In the case of ERASE, p = 1 for any p. Therefore, H(M) = −p ln p−(1−p) ln(1−p) and H (M ) = 0, which implies that the logical entropy is decreased by H(M) by information erasure. In the case of the reversible extension of erasure (21) , the equality in (32) is achieved with H (M ) = 0 and
. Therefore, the decrease in the entropy of the memory is compensated for by the increase in the entropy of the ancilla or environment, such that the total entropy is conserved.
Conventional Landauer Principle
In this section, we discuss the conventional Landauer principle [7] , and clarify the relationship between the thermodynamic and logical reversibilities in the standard setup of information erasure.
We consider the information erasure of one bit of information from a memory in the presence of a single heat bath at inverse temperature β. As a simple and conventional setup, we consider a binary symmetric potential as a physical model of the memory ( Fig. 1 (a) ) [7, 8, 10] , where the height of the barrier is assumed to be much larger than the thermal fluctuation. If the particle is in the left (right) well, the logical state is "0" ("1"). An idealized model of the double-well memory is shown in Fig. 1 (b) , where the left (right) box corresponds to the left (right) well, and the wall at the center of the box corresponds to the barrier of the binary potential. We note that these two models are not completely equivalent. In fact, the width of the barrier is finite in the double-well memory but infinitely small in the two-box memory. We also note that the height of the barrier in the double-well memory can be very large but is still finite theoretically, while the barrier in the two-box memory can be regarded as perfectly impenetrable. Before the erasure, the probability of "0" and "1" are assumed to be equally 1/2. After the erasure, the particle is in "0" with unit probability. The logical entropy is ln 2 before the erasure, while it is 0 after the erasure. Therefore, the logical entropy changes by ∆H = − ln 2 during the erasure. We assume that the initial probability distribution in the memory is thermal equilibrium, and that the final probability distribution is in conditional thermal equilibrium only in the well of "0."
The crucial observation in the Landauer principle [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] is that the logical entropy must be included as a part of the total entropy, and be treated on an equal footing with the thermodynamic entropy. The change in the total entropy of the memory is then given by
and therefore, the second law (3) reduces to
where −Q is the heat that is emitted to the heat bath during the erasure. Inequality (35) is the conventional Landauer principle and the right-hand side is called the Landauer bound. Inequality (35) implies that the decrease in the entropy by ln 2 in the memory must be compensated for by the increase in the entropy of the bath by at least ln 2, which is accompanied by the inevitable heat emission of −Q = β −1 ln 2. We note that the increase in the entropy of the bath corresponds to the increase in the entropy of ancilla M in terms of the reversible erasure (21) in Sec. 3.2. The Landauer principle can then be summarized as follows:
A positive amount of the heat emission is inevitable during the logically irreversible information erasure.
We next consider the work needed for the erasure. Since the internal energy of the memory does not change during the erasure, we have −Q = W from the first law of thermodynamics. Therefore, we obtain the minimal work needed for the information erasure:
Inequality (36) is also referred to as the Landauer principle.
If the information erasure is quasi-static, the equalities in (35) and (36) can be achieved as
A concrete protocol of such a quasi-static erasure will be discussed below. Therefore, the total entropy production is given by
which implies that the quasi-static erasure is thermodynamically reversible, while it is logically irreversible. We now conclude that:
The logically irreversible erasure can be performed in a thermodynamically reversible manner in the quasi-static limit.
This does not contradict the conventional Landauer principle. In fact, the logical reversibility is defined only by the reversibility of the logical states, which is related only to the logical entropy. In contrast, the thermodynamic reversibility is related to the reversibility of the relevant total system (i.e., the whole universe) including the heat bath, and to the total entropy production as discussed in Sec. 2. Therefore, these two reversibilities are not equivalent in general. We note that, if the erasure is not quasistatic but is performed with a finite velocity, the erasure becomes thermodynamically irreversible. We summarize the thermodynamic and logical reversibilities for the information erasure in Table 1 . Let us discuss the above point in more detail. During the information erasure, the entropy is transferred from the logical (i.e., accessible) degrees of freedom in the memory into the environmental (i.e., inaccessible or microscopic) degrees of freedom in the bath. Even if the erased information may still be kept in the degrees of freedom of the environment in principle, one cannot access or recognize in practice such dissipated information in the bath in a real computation. This implies that the erasure is logically irreversible (i.e., the accessibility to the stored information is lost). We note that the logical reversibility depends on the boundary between the logical and environmental (21), the erased information is kept in ancilla M . If all of the microscopic physical states in the whole universe were regarded as "logical states," the information erasure could be logically reversible.
In contrast, the above-mentioned entropy transfer from the accessible to inaccessible degrees of freedom does not imply the thermodynamic irreversibility. The second law of thermodynamics is relevant only to the reversibility and irreversibility of the whole universe from the macroscopic point of view, as discussed in Sec. II. We stress that the thermodynamic reversibility does not depend on the boundary between the logical and environmental degrees of freedom. This shows the fundamental difference between the logical and thermodynamic reversibilities.
A simple model of the information erasure that achieves the Landauer bound is illustrated as follows. We consider the information erasure with the two-box memory shown in Fig. 2 (a) , which is an idealization of the information erasure with the binarypotential model as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . Let V /2 be the volume of each box. Before the erasure, the particle is in the left or right box with equal probability 1/2. We then remove the wall without performing any work on the memory, and next compress the box from right to left quasi-statically and isothermally. The particle is then in the left box with unit probability. The work that is performed on the memory during the compression process is given by
where we used the equation of states of the ideal gas with a single particle. Therefore, the Landauer bound (36) is achieved in this erasure protocol. By noting that Q = −W holds in this case, the equality in (35) is also achieved. We show in Fig. 2 (c) the time-reversal of the foregoing protocol of the information erasure with the two-box memory. The logical state of the memory is initially 0 with unit probability, which is the same as that after the information erasure. We then expand the left box quasi-statically and isothermally, so that the volume of the box becomes twice. During this process, we can extract β −1 ln 2 of work, and β −1 ln 2 of heat is absorbed by the memory from the bath. We next insert a wall at the center of the box, and the final logical state of the memory becomes 0 or 1 with equal probability 1/2. While the final logical state may be different from the pre-erasure logical state for (Fig. 1 (b) ). The logical state of the memory is initially 0 or 1 with equal probability 1/2, which corresponds to one bit of information. To erase information, we remove the wall, and compress the box from right quasi-statically and isothermally. The logical state of the memory then becomes 0 with unit probability. While the information erasure is logically irreversible, this quasi-static erasure protocol achieves the Landauer bound (35), and is thermodynamically reversible. (b) Information erasure in the memory with the binary symmetric potential. The erasure in (a) with the two-box memory is an idealization of this erasure. (c) The time-reversal of the information erasure. The logical state is initially 0 with unit probability. It finally becomes 0 or 1 with equal probability 1/2, where the probability distribution is the same as that before the erasure. This process is the time-reversal of (a) in terms of the time evolution of the probability distribution.
the individual processes, the probability distribution of the final logical states are the same as that of the pre-erasure logical states. In fact, the protocol shown in Fig. 2 (c) is the time-reversal of that in Fig. 2 (a) in terms of the ensemble; the time evolutions of their probability distributions are the time-reversal with each other. We stress that the thermodynamic reversibility is defined in terms of the ensemble.
We discuss how to achieve the quasi-static limit in the information erasure, in particular for the removal process of the barrier. In the case of the two-box memory shown in Fig. 2 (a) , the velocity of the removal of the wall does not affect the probability distribution of the position of the particle, which is the same before and after the removal. Therefore, we can rapidly remove the wall even in the quasi-static limit. We note that, if the particle is quantum, its wave function can be affected by the velocity of the removal of the wall [82] .
On the other hand, in the case of the binary-potential memory shown in Fig. 2  (b) , the velocity of the removal of the barrier affects the probability distribution of the particle, because the barrier is not infinitely thin but has a finite width. In this case, one needs infinitely slow change in the height of the barrier to achieve the quasi-static limit. The higher the barrier is, the more time one needs to achieve the quasi-static limit, because the relaxation time over the two wells becomes exponentially larger as the barrier becomes higher. This makes it hard to achieve the quasi-static limit with the binary-potential memory in practice.
Thermodynamics of Computation
In this section, we discuss the general formulation of thermodynamics of computation, and derive the general formulas that set the fundamental lower bounds of the work requirement and the heat emission during a computation. Moreover, we clarify the relationship between the thermodynamic and logical reversibilities in the general setup.
General Setup
We first consider the physical structure of the memory. In general, the logical states do not have one-to-one correspondence to the physical states of the memory; there may be a lot of microscopic physical states that correspond to a single logical state.
Let Y be the phase space of the memory, where each phase-space point y ∈ Y describes a microscopic physical state of the memory, and let M be the set of the possible input logical states. To relate the physical states to logical ones, we decompose Y into subspaces Y m 's (m ∈ M), where Y m and Y n do not overlap with each other for m = n, i.e., ∪ m∈M Y m = Y and Y m ∩ Y n = φ (m = n) with φ the empty set. If the phase-space point of the memory is in Y m before the computation, we define that the input logical sate is m. We call Y m an input logical subspace associated with m. Figure 3 shows simple examples of phase-space separations with binary potentials of the memory. Figure 3 (a) shows a symmetric potential, which is the same as the memory illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) . In this case, 0 and 1 correspond to the left and right well, respectively, and the phase-space volume of Y 0 is the same as that of Y 1 . Figure 3  (b) shows an asymmetric potential, where 0 and 1 correspond to the left and right well, respectively. In this case, the phase-space volume of Y 0 is different from that of Y 1 .
We consider probability distributions of the physical states in Y. Let y ∈ Y be the initial phase-space point before the computation, P [y] be its probability, m ∈ M be the initial logical state such that y ∈ Y m , and P [m] be its probability that satisfies
The probability distribution of y under the condition of m is written as P [y|m], which takes nonzero value only if y ∈ Y m . We then have
We also consider output logical states and phase-space points after the computation. Let M be the set of the output logical states, and Y m be the logical subspace associated with m ∈ M , where ∪ m ∈M Y m = Y and Y m ∩ Y n = φ (m = n ). Let y ∈ Y be the final phase-space point after the computation, P [y ] be its probability, m ∈ M be the final logical state such that y ∈ Y m , and P [m ] be its probability. The probability of y under the condition of m is written as P [y |m ], which satisfies
Entropy Balance
We next consider the changes in entropies during the computation. Before the computation, the Shannon entropy of the physical states is given by
and the logical entropy of the input is given by
The conditional Shannon entropy inside Y m is given by
whose ensemble average over m ∈ M is
Due to a general formula in probability theory [80] , these entropies satisfy
which implies that the total entropy is given by the sum of the logical entropy of M and the average of the conditional entropies of Y m 's. Intuitively, the fluctuation over the whole phase space can be decomposed into that over the logical states and that over the internal physical states in the individual logical subspaces.
We also consider the entropies after the computation in the same manner:
and
They also satisfy the decomposition formula:
Therefore, the total entropy change during the computation is decomposed as
Here, ∆S is the change in the total entropy, ∆H is the change in the logical entropy, and ∆S in is the average of the change in the physical entropy in the individual logical subspaces. We note that ∆H ≤ 0 holds for logically irreversible computations, while ∆H = 0 holds for logically reversible computations. As a special case, we consider the information erasure. We refer to one of the logical states in M as the "standard state," which we denote by 0 ∈ M . The information erasure is defined as the process in which the output logical state is in the standard state with unit probability (i.e., P [0] = 1 and P [m ] = 0 if m = 0) for any probability distribution P [m] of the input logical states. In this case, H (M ) = 0 holds by definition, and therefore ∆H = −H(M ). The change in the physical entropy is given by
We note that ∆S = −H(M ) if ∆S in = 0. To clarify the role of ∆S in , we consider a simple case with M = M and Y m = Y m . We assume that the initial and final distributions inside the individual logical subspaces are the same (i.e., P [y|m] = P [y|m] for any y and m), and therefore S(Y|m) = S (Y|m) holds for any m. On the other hand, the probability distribution over M changes from P [m] to P [m] during the computation. In this case, we have
If S(Y|m) does not depend on m, we have ∆S in = 0 for any P [m] and P [m]. For example, in the case of the symmetric memory in Fig. 3 (a) , S(Y|0) = S(Y|1) holds if the conditional probability distributions in the individual wells are in thermal equilibrium. If ∆S in = 0, the internal fluctuations inside the individual logical subspaces do not contribute to the change in the total entropy (i.e., ∆S = ∆H).
In contrast, if S(Y|m) depends on m, ∆S in = 0 in general. For example, in the case of the asymmetric memory in Fig. 3 (b) , S(Y|0) and S(Y|1) are different with each other. If ∆S in = 0, the internal fluctuations inside the individual wells contribute to the change in the total entropy, and therefore ∆S = ∆H. The role of the asymmetry of the potential has been discussed in Refs. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
Generalized Landauer Principle
We now consider the second law of thermodynamics for computation. We assume that the memory is attached to a single heat bath at inverse temperature β during the computation. The total entropy production is given by Eq. (2), which leads to
where Q is the average heat that is absorbed by the memory from the bath. Therefore, the second law (4) is given by
which gives the fundamental lower bound of the heat emission into the bath during the computation. We refer to inequalities (60) and (61) as the generalized Landauer principle, and the right-hand side of (61) as the generalized Landauer bound. Several inequalities that are similar to or essentially equivalent to (61) have been obtained in Refs. [33] [34] [35] .
In the special case of ∆S in = 0, inequality (61) reduces to
In this case, if the computation is logically irreversible, the heat emission −Q is nonnegative because of ∆H ≥ 0. In the case of the information erasure, the heat emission is bounded as
where ∆S in is the modification term to the original Landauer principle due to the change in the fluctuations inside the individual logical subspaces. If ∆S in = 0, we obtain
which is the conventional Landauer principle [7, [16] [17] [18] .
In the conventional setup of the Landauer principle with a symmetric memory such as Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 3 (a) , the decrease in the entropy of the logical states should be compensated for by the increase in the entropy of the bath, which is accompanied by at least β −1 H(M) of heat emission into the bath. In contrast, in the case of the asymmetric memories such as Fig. 3 (b) , the decrease in the entropy of the logical states can be compensated for not only by the increase in the entropy of the bath, but also by that inside the individual logical subspaces. Here, the heat emission is determined only by the change in the entropy of the bath, but not by that inside the logical subspaces. Therefore, the lower bound of the heat emission can be different from β −1 H(M) as shown in inequality (63); in particular, the heat emission can be smaller than β −1 H(M) if ∆S in > 0. To illustrate the above situation, we consider the situation with M = M = {0, 1} and Y m = Y m for m = 0, 1. We assume that S(Y|0) = S (Y|0) holds, which implies that the probability distribution inside the standard state is the same before and after the erasure. We then have
Therefore, if P [1] = 0 and S(Y|0) > S(Y|1), we have ∆S in > 0. It is natural to assume that S(Y|0) = S(Y|1) in asymmetric memories.
Thermodynamic and logical reversibilities
We now summarize the relationship between the thermodynamic and logical reversibilities in the general setup. On the basis of the argument in Sec. 5.2, the conventional Landauer principle discussed in Sec. 4 needs to be modified in general, and the generalized Landauer principle is stated as follows:
The decrease in the entropy of the logical states during a logically irreversible computation can be compensated for not only by the increase in the entropy of the heat bath, but also by that of the physical states inside the individual logical subspaces, where only the former determines the amount of the heat emission.
Since the generalized Landauer principle (60) is equivalent to the second law of thermodynamics (3), the equality in (60) can be achieved in the quasi-static limit (i.e., in the case of the quasi-static computation) where the total entropy production is zero. In this case, the computational process is thermodynamically reversible. Therefore, we conclude that:
Any logically irreversible computation can be performed in a thermodynamically reversible manner in the quasi-static limit, and therefore, the thermodynamic and logical reversibilities are not equivalent with each other.
These are generalizations of the arguments in Sec. 4. We again stress that our observations here do not contradict the conventional Landauer principle; the logical reversibility is related to the change in the entropy of the logical states, while the thermodynamic reversibility is related to the change in the entropy of the whole universe that consists of the logical and physical states of the memory and the physical states of the heat bath.
Work requirement for computation
We next consider the thermodynamic work needed for computation. Let E[y] with y ∈ Y be the initial Hamiltonian of the memory. We define the conditional free energy in logical subspace Y m as
We assume that the memory is initially in the conditional canonical distribution in the individual logical subspaces, which is given by
for y ∈ Y m , and otherwise P [y|m] = 0. The total probability distribution is then given by
where χ(y, m) is the characteristic function which takes one if y ∈ Y m and zero otherwise. The conditional entropy is then given by
Therefore, we obtain
is the average energy, and
is the average free energy. We also consider the final Hamiltonian E [y ] after the computation. Correspondingly, every argument about the final state is parallel to that about the initial one in the previous paragraph. To show what a quantity is about the final states after the computation, we use notation of prime.
We then have
where ∆E := E − E is the change in the average energy, and ∆F := F − F is the change in the average free energy. We note that, if the final distribution is different from the conditional canonical distribution, we can show an inequality:
where the equality in (75) is achieved if and only if the output state is in the conditional canonical distribution. Therefore, the total entropy production (59) satisfies
where W is the work performed on the memory, and we used the first law of thermodynamics
Therefore, by applying the second law (3), we obtain the generalized Landauer principle in terms of the work:
which gives the minimal work needed for the computation. In the case of information erasure, inequality (78) reduces to
where ∆F is the modification term to the conventional Landauer principle (36) . As shown in Eq. (74), there are two contributions to ∆F : the changes in the entropy and the energy inside the individual logical subspaces, where the former is ∆S in and the latter is ∆E. We can also regard W − ∆F as the energy cost needed for the information erasure, whose lower bound is given by the conventional Landauer bound β −1 H(M). Several inequalities that are similar to or essentially equivalent to the generalized Landauer principle (79) have been obtained in Refs. [33] [34] [35] .
In general, we call the memory as symmetric if F m does not depend on m. The memory shown in Fig. 3 (a) is symmetric in this sense because of F 0 = F 1 . In contrast, the memory shown in Fig. 3 As a simple example of information erasure with an asymmetric memory, we consider a model of the memory shown in Fig. 4 (a) that is in contact with a heat bath at inverse temperature β. If the barrier is much higher than the thermal fluctuation, this model is idealized by a memory with two boxes with different volumes as shown in Fig. 4 (b) . Let t : 1 − t (0 < t < 1) be the ratio of the volumes of the boxes, which characterizes the ratio of the phase-space volumes inside the individual logical states. If the memory is symmetric, t = 1/2. We assume that M = M = {0, 1} and Y m = Y m with m = 0, 1, and write p := P [0]. We note that t is in general different from p, because the initial state is not necessarily in global thermal equilibrium over the whole phase space. The protocol of the information erasure is as follows (see also Fig. 4 (c) ). We first move the wall quasi-statically to the position where the ratio of the two volumes is given by p : 1 − p. During this process, we perform the work of
We then remove the wall without any work. We next compress the box from the right quasi-statically, and the ratio of the two volumes is given by t : 1 − t in the final stage, where the logical state is "0" with unit probability. During this compression, we perform the work of −β −1 ln t. The total work performed on the memory is then given by
We note that the initial logical entropy is given by H(M) = −p ln p−(1−p) ln(1−p). The free-energy difference between two logical states are given by
. Therefore, Eq. (80) achieves the generalized Landauer bound in (79) , which implies that this protocol of the information erasure is thermodynamically reversible. . The logical state of the memory is initially 0 or 1 with equal probability 1/2, which corresponds to one bit of information. We move the wall quasi-statically and isothermally to the center of the box, remove the wall, and compress the box from the right quasi-statically and isothermally so that the final logical state is 0 with unit probability. This erasure protocol achieves the generalized Landauer bound in (79), and therefore is thermodynamically reversible.
We next consider a simple example of the information erasure with M = M . We assume that M = {0, 1} and that the memory is initially binary symmetric as shown in Fig. 1 (a) , which is idealized by the two-boxes memory with equal volumes as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . We then assume that M = {0} in the final stage, i.e., the output logical state is only the standard state; the corresponding potential model is shown in Fig. 5 (a) . This is idealized by a memory with a single box as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . For simplicity, we set P [0] = 1/2. In this case, the information erasure is just the removal of the wall as shown in Fig. 5 (c) , and therefore W eras = 0. This erasure protocol achieves the generalized Landauer bound in (79) , since H(M) = ln 2, F 0 − F 0 = F 1 − F 0 = β −1 ln 2, and ∆F = −β −1 ln 2. Therefore, this erasure protocol is thermodynamically reversible. In fact, if we insert a wall to the center of the single box after the erasure, the probability distribution of the logical states returns to the initial one, where a particle is in one of the two boxes with equal probability 1/2. Fig. 1 (b) ] to the single-box memory (b). The initial logical state of the memory is m = 0 or 1 with equal probability 1/2, which corresponds to one bit of information. We then only remove the wall so that the final logical state becomes m = 0, which can be regarded as the information erasure that achieves the generalized Landauer bound in (79) . (d) Information erasure where the initial logical state is 0 (1) with probability p (1 − p). We first move the wall quasi-statically and isothermally so that the ratio of the volumes of the boxes becomes p : 1 − p. We then remove the wall, and the final logical state becomes m = 0 with unit probability. This erasure also achieves the generalized Landauer bound in (79) .
If p := P [0] = 1/2 in the above model, we quasi-statically move the wall to the position where the ratio of the volumes p : 1 − p, and then remove the wall (see all Fig. 5 (d) ). In this case, the work performed on the memory is given by
and β∆F = − ln 2, this erasure protocol also achieves the generalized Landauer bound in (79).
Two Memories
In this section, we consider the cases that the memory consists of two sub-memories. In particular, we discuss measurement and feedback control between the two sub-memories, which constitute the typical setup of Maxwell's demon [1].
General argument
We assume that any logical state in M is a pair of two logical states of sub-memories that we refer to as S and D; any input logical state m ∈ M is written as m = 
whose Shannon entropy is given by Eq. (47).
The mutual information plays a crucial role in the presence of two memories; it characterizes the correlation between them [79, 80] . The mutual information between the physical states and that between the logical states are respectively given by
The mutual information between the internal states is
whose ensemble average over (s, d) is given by
which implies that the total correlation between the two memories can be decomposed into the correlation between their logical states and that between their internal physical states in the individual logical subspaces. We note that I(Y S :
We also note that
The sum of Eqs. (86), (87), and (88) leads to Eq. (47) . We also consider the probability distributions, the Shannon entropy, and the mutual information after the computation in the parallel manner to those before the computation; for example, we write
To show what a quantity is about the states after computation, we use notation of prime.
The change in the total Shannon entropy is then given by
Here, ∆H S and ∆H D describe the changes in the logical entropies, ∆I describes the change in the logical correlation, ∆S S in and ∆S D in describe the change in the internal physical entropies in the individual logical subspaces, and ∆I in describes the change in the internal correlation between the individual logical subspaces. Therefore, the total entropy production is given by
We next assume that the energies of two memories are additive before the computation,
) is the Hamiltonian of S (D). This assumption implies that the interaction Hamiltonian between the memories is negligible before the computation. The corresponding free energies are given by
In this case, the conditional distribution is given by
We also consider the energies in the memories after the computation, where the energies are also assumed to be additive. The argument about energy and the free energy after the computation is parallel to that before the computation. To show what a quantity is about after the computation, we use notation of prime. We note that the energies are not necessarily additive during the computation, since the interaction Hamiltonian between the memories may become nonzero during the computation. If the initial probability distribution is the conditional probability distribution, the total entropy production satisfies Eq. (76) . Therefore, we obtain the lower bound of the work that is needed for the computation with two memories:
In the special case of ∆H S = ∆H D = 0 and ∆F = 0, we have
which is the work extraction by using the correlation, which can be demonstrated by Maxwell's demon [1].
Measurement and feedback
In this subsection, we consider measurement and feedback as a special case of the argument in Sec. 6.1 with the assumption of the initial and final conditional canonical distributions. We first consider a measurement process, where memory D performs a measurement on memory S. In other words, the information in memory S is copied to memory D. The logical state of D is initially the standard state 0 D with unit probability, and the logical entropy of S is initially given by H S . We assume that the initial logical entropy in D and the initial mutual information between the logical states are both zero. We also assume that the two memories are in the conditional canonical distributions before and after the measurement.
The two memories interact with each other, and make a correlation between the logical states. We assume that the logical state of S does not change in time during the measurement. When both of the two memories are one bit, a typical example of such measurement is given by CNOT (18) , where the measurement is error-free (i.e., the copy of information is perfect).
We denote by I the correlation between the logical states after the measurement, and denote by H D the logical entropy of D after the measurement. We note that the mutual information satisfies the following inequalities [79, 80] :
Applying Eq. (76) to the measurement, the total entropy production is given by
where W meas is the work performed on the memories, and ∆F D meas is the change in the average free energy of D. Therefore, we obtain
which gives the minimal work needed for the measurement. Several inequalities that are essentially equivalent to (106) have been obtained in Refs. [35, 65, 71] . If I = H D holds and memory D is symmetric (i.e., ∆F D meas = 0), inequality (106) reduces to
which is the bound discussed by Bennett [10] . Since the energies of the memories do not change in time during the measurement if the memory is symmetric, inequality (107) is equivalent to
where Q meas is the heat absorbed by the memories during the measurement. Inequalities (107) and (108) imply that the lower bounds of the work requirement and the heat emission during the measurement are both zero. We consider a simple example where the logical states of S and D before and after the measurement are all one bit, which is a conventional setup of the measurement [10] . We assume that S is symmetric (i.e., F S 0 = F S 1 ) before and after the measurement; in this case, memory S can be modeled by two boxes (see also Fig. 6 (a) ). Before the measurement, the logical state (s, d) is (0, 0) or (1, 0) with equal probability 1/2. The measurement protocol is given by CNOT where S is the control bit and D is the target bit, and then the final logical state is (0, 0) or (1, 1) with equal probability 1/2. In this case, I = H D = ln 2 and ∆F D meas = 0. Therefore, W meas = 0 and −Q meas = 0 are achieved in the quasi-static limit, where the measurement is thermodynamically reversible as well as logically reversible. We summarize the thermodynamic and logical reversibilities for the conventional setup of measurement in Table 2 , which is contrastive to Table 1 for the information erasure.
We next consider a feedback control process followed by the measurement, where memory D performs feedback control on memory S. This situation can be regarded as 1), so that the final logical subspace of S is the whole phase space. Due to the feedback control, the initial correlation vanishes and β −1 ln 2 of work is extracted from S, which is equivalent to the case of the Szilard engine. This feedback protocol also achieves the equality in (110), and is thermodynamically reversible. a typical setup of Maxwell's demon (see also Sec. 6.3), where D is the demon and S is the engine to be controlled. We assume that the two memories are in the conditional canonical distributions before and after the feedback control. The logical state of S changes depending on the logical state of D after the measurement. We assume that memory D does not evolve in time during the feedback control. For simplicity, we assume that the final correlation between the logical states between the memories is zero after the feedback control, such that the change in the logical mutual information is given by −I. We also assume that the output logical state of S is the standard state 0 S with unit probability after feedback control such that the change in the logical entropy of S is given by −H S . When both of the two memories are one bit, a typical example of such feedback control is also given by CNOT (19) .
Applying Eq. (76) to the feedback control, the total entropy production is given by
where W fb is the work performed on the memories, and ∆F S fb is the change in the average free energy of S. Therefore, we obtain
which gives the minimal work needed for the feedback control. Several inequalities that are essentially equivalent to (110) has been obtained in Refs. [51, 54, 61, 65, 71] ; in these previous works, H S + ∆F S fb is denoted by, for example, just ∆F S fb . We consider a simple situation where the logical states of S and D before and after feedback are all one bit. We assume that S is symmetric (i.e., F S 0 = F S 1 ) before and after the feedback (see also Fig. 6 (b) ). Before feedback, the logical state (s, d) is (0, 0) or (1, 1) with equal probability 1/2. The feedback protocol is given by CNOT that is logically reversible, where D is the control bit and S is the target bit, and then the final logical state is (0, 0) or (0, 1) with equal probability 1/2. In this case, I = H S = ln 2 and ∆F S fb = 0 hold. Therefore, inequality (110) reduces to W fb ≥ 0. In the quasi-static limit, W fb = 0 is achieved, which implies that we can reduce the entropy of S (i.e., H S = ln 2) without performing any positive amount of work on S. We note that, in the conventional thermodynamics, we need a positive amount of work to isothermally decrease the entropy. In contrast, in the present situation, the mutual information plays the role of the resource to decrease the entropy of S.
We next consider another situation that there is a single logical state 0 S in S after the feedback, which corresponds to the whole phase-space of S (see also Fig 6 (c) ). In this case, I = H S = ln 2 and ∆F S fb = −β −1 ln 2 hold. Therefore, inequality (110) reduces to W fb ≥ −β −1 ln 2. In the quasi-static limit, W fb = −β −1 ln 2 is achieved, where we extract β −1 ln 2 of work by the feedback control; the mutual information is the resource of the work extraction. This situation is equivalent to the case of the conventional Szilard engine [3] .
On Maxwell's demon
We consider Maxwell's demon as a special example of our general argument. A typical situation of Maxwell's demon consists of measurement and feedback control. In the setup of Sec. 6.2, memory D plays the role of the demon and memory S is the system to be measured and controlled. By summing up inequalities (106) and (110), we obtain
where the contribution of the mutual information vanishes in the right-hand side. If we perform the information erasure from D after the feedback control, the total work is given by
where we used the generalized Landauer principle (79). Here, H S + ∆F S meas on the right-hand side can be regarded as an effective free energy of S, which vanishes in, for example, the case of the Szilard engine discussed in Sec. 6.2. If H S + ∆F S meas = 0 holds, inequality (112) reduces to
which implies that we cannot extract any work from the entire process. We stress that, before the information erasure, the total entropy productions (105) and (109) are always nonnegative (i.e., ∆S tot ≥ 0) for the individual processes of measurement and feedback. This confirms that measurement and feedback control are individually consistent with the second law of thermodynamics, without considering the information erasure.
As shown in Sec. 6.2, both of measurement and feedback are logically reversible in typical situations, and can be thermodynamically reversible in the quasi-static limit. On the other hand, the information erasure is logically irreversible, while it can be thermodynamically reversible in the quasi-static limit. Therefore, the entire process of Maxwell's demon including the erasure is logically irreversible, but can be thermodynamically reversible in the quasi-static limit, where ∆S tot = 0 holds for the individual processes of the measurement, feedback control, and information erasure.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed the relationship between computation and the second law of thermodynamics. In particular, we have clarified the fundamental relationship between the thermodynamic and logical reversibilities.
In Sec. 2, we have discussed the concept of thermodynamic reversibility. A physical process is reversible if and only if its time-reversal is not prohibited by the second law of thermodynamics. In more precise, a physical process is thermodynamically reversible if the total entropy production in the whole universe (2) is zero during the process (i.e., ∆S tot = 0). The total entropy production consists of the increases in the entropy of the system and that of the heat bath.
In Sec. 3, we have discussed the concept of logical reversibility. A computational process is logically reversible if and only if it is an injection. The Shannon entropy of the logical states decreases if a computation is irreversible, while it does not change if a computation is reversible. A typical example of irreversible computation is the information erasure.
In Sec. 4, we have discussed the conventional setup of the information erasure with a binary symmetric memory (Fig. 1) . On the basis of the second law of thermodynamics, we have confirmed the conventional Landauer principle, which states that at least β −1 ln 2 of heat should be emitted into the heat bath during the information erasure of one bit of information. We have clarified that the information erasure can be thermodynamically reversible in the quasi-static limit, where the heat emission equals β −1 ln 2. The crucial observation here is that the thermodynamic reversibility is related to the entropy production in the whole universe, while the logical reversibility is related only to the change in the entropy of the logical states. Such a thermodynamically reversible erasure is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
In Sec. 5, we have discussed the general theory of thermodynamics of computation. In particular, we have derived a generalized Landauer principle (61). In the case of an asymmetric memory such as Fig. 3 (b) and Fig. 4 (a) , the lower bound of the heat emission should be modified from the original Landauer bound; the second term on the right-hand side of (61) originates from the asymmetry of the memory. In fact, the amount of the heat emission is determined by the increase in the entropy of the heat bath, while the change in the entropy of the logical states of the memory can be compensated for not only by the change in the entropy of the heat bath, but also by that of the internal physical states of the memory if it is asymmetric. We have clarified the general relationship between the thermodynamic and logical reversibilities, which is summarized in Sec. 5.4; any logically irreversible computation can be thermodynamically reversible in the quasi-static limit.
In Sec. 6, we have discussed the case that there are two memories, and derived a generalized Landauer principle for two memories, which includes the mutual information. In particular, we have discussed measurement and feedback control, which play the crucial roles in the case of Maxwell's demon.
Our results quantitatively extend the conventional Landauer principle to general situations including asymmetric memories, and clarify the subtle and fundamental relationship between the thermodynamic and logical reversibilities. The derived inequalities are based on the second law of thermodynamics, where the information contents are included as well as thermodynamic quantities. Thermodynamics of computation would serve as the foundation to analyze computation at the level of thermal fluctuations with, for example, artificial nanodevices and biological nanomachines.
